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Introduction 

Whilst he lived Boniface (c.675-754) was an archbishop who led the Christian mission 

among the Saxons of the Frankish Empire. Having been martyred, his body was 

transformed into saint’s relic and translated to the abbey of Fulda, where it was said to 

have conducted numerous miracles. The intention of this dissertation is to conduct a case 

study of Carolingian interactions with Boniface’s relics after his martyrdom, with a specific 

focus on two mediums through which relics were expressed: text and space. This 

focussed example will be used to test the broader hypothesis that Carolingian monastic 

communities incorporated the dead alongside the living. It is hypothesised that the dead 

were incorporated into the communities of the living through text and space, and that 

these were used to enhance and manipulate the memories and physical remains of the 

dead. The conclusions of this study will have specific implications for understanding 

attitudes towards death in Carolingian monasteries, and by extension Carolingian society 

more broadly.  

Historiography 

Just as historical studies of broad concepts draw on numerous examples to furnish their 

inquiries, focussed case studies must be informed by understandings of the broader 

conceptual frameworks of the period. Indeed, this dissertation answers Patrick Geary’s 

call for more focussed scholarship on the microclimates of saints and their followers as a 

solution to the excessive breadth of current historiographical focus.1 It is hoped that the 

relationship between specific study and established historiography will have mutual 

benefit. On the one hand, generalised studies of sainthood, relics, and death in 

Carolingian society will provide the contextual framework within which an understanding 

of Boniface’s relics at Fulda may be constructed. On the other, the understanding of broad 

trends in any society relies upon specific and detailed examples, which this research will 

present. Thus, the remit of this dissertation is to link the particular to the whole; Boniface 

and Fulda to saints’ relics and Carolingian monasteries. Through reform the discourse of 

Carolingian monasteries grew increasingly homogenous during our period, sharing 

crucial features such as cloisters, child oblation, and intercessory prayer. The conclusions 

of this study will bare relevance to Carolingian monasticism more generally, showing the 

kinds of discourse about death which emerged from monasteries. 

Geary’s work on interactions between the living and the dead introduces many of the 

concepts considered by this dissertation. In Furta Sacra (1978) he described a prevalent 

medieval literary genre which framed the translation of stolen saints’ relics as acts 

facilitated by the saints themselves.2 This genre and the competition to establish 

successful saints’ cults peaked after our period, during the central middle ages, but Geary 

traces the emergence of this trend to the 9th century and Einhard’s Translatio ss. Petri et 

                                                            
1 F. Paxton, Review in Journal of Social History, Summer, 1996, 29.4, p.982: of P. Geary, ‘Living with the 
Dead in the Middle Ages’ (London, 1994). 
2 P. Geary, Furta Sacra: Thefts of Relics in the Central Middle Ages (Princeton, 1990). 
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Marcellini.3 The formation of the idea that hagiography and miracle accounts could be 

used to legitimise the acquisition of relics and their use by communities will be explored 

in depth. In Living with the Dead in the Middle Ages (1994) Geary described the important 

roles enacted by the medieval dead, who conducted intercessory prayer and supported 

their communities in political disputes.4 The example of Boniface’s relics will be used to 

show how hagiography was used to empower dead saints in these ways. It must be 

remembered that dead saints were exceptional, and their treatment does not necessarily 

reflect the treatment of the ordinary dead. Living with the Dead in the Middle Ages 

includes some consideration of non-saintly dead, but the availability of source material 

makes this a more difficult undertaking.5 Attitudes towards the ordinary dead at Fulda will 

be considered where possible. 

Concerning Fulda itself, Janneke Raaijmakers provides the most relevant and useful 

insights for our purposes. The Making of the Monastic Community of Fulda, c.744-900 

(2012) emphasised the formation of a communal identity at Fulda during the period when 

our key texts were produced.6 Raaijmakers arrived at this topic from previous work on the 

cult of the dead at Fulda, where she argues that memories of the dead were vital for the 

construction of the communal identity at Fulda.7 Community and identity are essential 

considerations for a study of the dead in monasteries, and it will be argued not only that 

the dead were utilised in the formation of monastic communities, but furthermore that they 

were actively incorporated into these communities. 

A study of the dead in monasteries will also depend upon existing historiography on two 

inter-connected concepts: bodies and space. Linda Coon’s article Somatic styles of the 

Early Middle Ages (2008) showed that monastic understandings of bodies were 

inextricably connected to understandings of space, and these two concepts will be 

examined in tandem.8 Carolingian monasticism emphasised claustration as a means of 

separating the ascetic male bodies of monks from the spiritual pollution of the wider 

community and of femininity, and historical research into child oblation, notably Mayke de 

Jong’s In Samuel's Image: Child Oblation in the Early Medieval West (1996), has shown 

that the practice of raising boys in monasteries constituted part of this strategy.9 The 

Carolingian monastery was an ascetic and aggressively masculine space, explaining 

exclusionary attitudes towards female bodies both living and dead. 

Other important historiographical context includes Peter Brown’s work, which draws the 

connection between the Roman patronage system and the formation of a medieval 

                                                            
3 Geary, Furta Sacra. 
4 P. Geary, Living with the Dead in the Middle Ages (London, 1994). 
5 E.g. P. Geary, ‘The Uses of Archaeological Sources for Religious and Cultural History’, in Geary, Living 
with the Dead in the Middle Ages (London, 1994), pp.30-45. 
6 J. Raaijmakers, The Making of the Monastic Community of Fulda, c.744 -c.900 (Cambridge, 2012). 
7 J. Raaijmakers, ‘Memory and Identity: the Annales necrologici of Fulda’, in R. Corradini, R. Meens, C. 
Pössel and P. Shaw (eds.), Texts & Identities in the Early Middle Ages (Vienna, 2006), pp.303-22. 
8 L. Coon, ‘Somatic styles of the Early Middle Ages’, Gender & History 20.3 (2008), pp.463-86. 
9 M. de Jong, In Samuel’s Image: Child Oblation in the Early Medieval West (Leiden, 1996). 
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system of posthumous patronage using saints’ relics.10 We will examine the 

interconnected roles of hagiography and saints’ relics in enabling such patronage.  

Sources 

This dissertation relies upon texts translated from Latin, and it is acknowledged that 

translations must be used carefully. Care has been taken not to conflate translator’s 

licence with the meanings of the original Latin texts. 

The core research materials for the dissertation are three hagiographies. Willibald’s Vita 

Bonifatii, written in the years preceding 768, treats Boniface as its subject.11 As a result 

this is the most detailed account of Boniface, describing his life and a part of the 

translation of his relics. Willibald was a canon of the cathedral at Mainz, where he based 

his work on a combination of local oral traditions and archival evidence, including 

Boniface’s personal letters.12 This context explains why Willibald emphasises Boniface’s 

ecclesiastical career over his monastic background. Because it was produced in Mainz 

the Vita Bonifatii also provides an opportunity to compare the city’s claim to the 

inheritance of the Bonifacian tradition with Fuldan claims to the same tradition. 

Eigil’s Vita Sturmi was written at Fulda around 794.13 Eigil was a fully integrated brother 

of the monastic community there, having been educated at the abbey as a child oblate, 

so his perspective will be considered particularly insightful concerning the formation of 

communal identity at Fulda.14 The subject of his text, Sturm, was commissioned to lead 

the abbey by Boniface, and Eigil stresses Boniface’s continued involvement with the 

abbey. Eigil’s description intersects Willibald’s at two crucial moments: Boniface’s 

martyrdom, and then his subsequent translation. This provides an excellent opportunity 

to analyse the ways in which both writers manipulated memory to present their 

communities as legitimate heirs to the Bonifacian tradition. 

Rudolf’s Vita Leobae was also written at Fulda, probably in 836. He was a Fuldan monk 

like Eigil and seems to have been the same Rudolf who occupied the role of chancellor 

at the monastery in 812.15 This source has been selected for analysis because its subject, 

Leoba, was female. Rudolf’s description of her life and the translation of her relics, which 

were interred at the abbey, conveys gender tension, the analysis of which will prove 

insightful for understanding changes in monastic attitudes towards gendered bodies after 

death. The lives of Leoba and Boniface are also inextricably linked: both raised in Anglo-

Saxon monasteries and related by blood, the two seem to have enjoyed a special 

                                                            
10 P. Brown, The Cult of the Saints: its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (London, 1981). 
11 T. Noble and T. Head (eds.), Soldiers of Christ: Saints and Saints’ Lives from Late Antiquity to the Early 
Middle Ages (University Park Pennsylvania,1995), p.107. 
12 Idem., p.107; I. Wood, The Missionary Life: saints and the evangelisation of Europe, 400-1050 
(Abingdon, 2016), p.61. 
13 Idem., p.165. 
14 Idem., p.165. 
15 Idem., p.255. 
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connection. The result of this was that Boniface requested a joint burial with Leoba at 

Fulda, and that this request was ultimately denied by the monks is itself insightful. 

These hagiographies will be supplemented primarily by two other sources. The Fuldan 

Annales Necrologici list the names of individuals whose names were to be included in 

commemorative prayer. The manuscripts have not been directly consulted, but accessed 

through secondary works, which convey sufficiently well their essence and purpose.16 

The 9th century Plan of St Gall has also been consulted as a Carolingian representation 

of idealised monastic space.17 This will be used to flesh out the portrayals of relics in 

space conveyed by our three hagiographers. 

Structure 

The main body of the dissertation is divided into three chapters. Chapter One will analyse 

saintly patronage, comparing Willibald and Eigil’s texts to better understand how 

hagiography was used to secure the inheritance of relics and patronage. It will be argued 

that hagiography could be used to breathe life into relics, enabling saints to act as 

powerful patrons of institutions long after their physical deaths. Chapter Two will focus on 

portrayals of Boniface in hagiography, especially his martyrdom and translation. It will be 

argued that Willibald and Eigil emphasised the continuity of Boniface’s character and 

agency from life to death, and that this implies their understanding of death as a transition 

rather than endpoint. Chapter Three will examine the incorporation of the dead into the 

space and community of Fulda. The Annales Necrologici and the Plan of St Gall will be 

used to supplement our hagiographical sources. It will be argued that commemorative 

prayer was used to forge meaningful connections between the living and the dead, and 

that the positioning of relics in the space of the monastery reflects attitudes towards 

different kinds of bodies. A detailed assessment of Rudolf of Fulda’s Vita Leobae will then 

be used to consider the specific importance of gendered relics within the space of the 

monastery. 

As scientific advancements continue to explain the previously unexplained, and as we 

become increasingly distant from death, modern society progresses towards post-

religious belief. In the absence of belief in a structured after-life, new coping strategies 

must be formed for those inevitable moments when death imposes itself on the sterility of 

the modern world. We must overcome inexperience to react to the deaths of loved ones, 

or even the witnessing of death in person. Carolingian society was so used to dealing 

with death that it can almost be described as a deathless society: the souls of the dead 

would survive, and the dead retained an active presence on earth. But the sterilisation of 

death in modern society has created a very different kind of deathlessness. By 

understanding attitudes so different from our own, we will find ourselves better-placed to 

comprehend death and to form appropriate responses to it.  

                                                            
16 Raaijmakers, ‘Memory and Identity’. 
17 Plan of St Gall, accessed 15 February 2018; http://www.stgallplan.org/en/index_plan.html. 

http://www.stgallplan.org/en/index_plan.html
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Chapter 1: How communities used relics and text to secure the patronage of dead 

saints 

Even after death saints were able to remain active in their earthly communities. Although 
their souls ascended to heaven at death, their bodies remained on earth awaiting the 
resurrection, a promised reunion through which the two remained inextricably linked.18 
From this link relics derived their potentia (saintly power).19 A saint’s proximity to God 
enabled them to intercede on behalf of the living who prayed to them, making them an 
extremely valuable ally to the living. This chapter will show how relics and the texts 
describing them enabled saints to continue as active members of their communities even 
after death as “heavenly patrons”.20 The meanings of relics were furnished by textual 
accounts, which breathed life into the relics they described by ascribing to them the 
memories and powers of saints. We will consider the importance of textualisation through 
miracle accounts, which were used to portray the power and presence of saints through 
their relics. It will then be shown how relic and text were combined as a powerful tool in 
political conflict. 

Textualisation: breathing life into relics 

The intertwined meanings created by using texts and relics together can be better 
understood through the research of Anna Taylor. She has argued convincingly that books 
could share the characteristics of relics: for example, a series of miracles occurred after 
Louis the Pious sent the abbey of St Denis a Greek codex signed by St Dionysus the 
Areopagite as author.21 Following the miracles Louis told the abbot of St Denis, Hilduin, 
to collate the works of St Dionysus in corpus unum (“into one body”) evoking the 
comparison of the proposed book to a corporeal relic.22 Furthermore, he hoped that it 
could serve as a pignus (“pledge or symbol”) of the saint’s presence; a word which implies 
the idea that a saint’s relic demonstrated and enabled his continued interest and presence 
in a locality.23 If Boniface was able to remain present on earth through his bones, the 
hagiographies written about him added flesh to these bones. By recording his 
community’s memories of a saint, the hagiographer made his subject tangible and human.  

Willibald and Eigil emphasise the continuity between living saint and saint’s relic through 

their accounts of the translation of his relics. Boniface is portrayed as a great traveller 

during his lifetime as a missionary, and the memory of the saint as traveller continues 

after death with the translation of his body. Furthermore, he is portrayed as retaining 

                                                            
18 C. Bynum, Christian materiality: An Essay on Religion in Late Medieval Europe (Cambridge MA, 2015), 
pp.154-5. 
19 P. Brown, The Cult of the Saints: p.106. 
20 P. Brown, referenced in A. Angenendt, ‘Holy Corpses and the Cult of Relics’, in M. Räsänen, G. 
Hartmann, and E. Richards (eds.), Relics, Identity, and Memory in Medieval Europe (Turnhout, 2016), 
p.20. 
21 A. Taylor, 'Books, bodies, and bones: Hilduin of St-Denis and the relics of St Dionysius', in S. Akbari 
and J, Ross (eds.), The Ends of the Body: Identity and Community in Medieval Culture (Toronto, 2013), 
p.25. 
22 Taylor, 'Books, bodies, and bones’, p.34. 
23 Taylor, 'Books, bodies, and bones’, p.35. 
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agency over the movement of his relics, both by communicating his burial intentions 

before death and through miraculous interventions during the translation of his body. In 

these ways the memories of saints were used to emphasise the saintly power of relics. 

Willibald devotes a significant portion of his Vita to the description of Boniface’s travels, 

dwelling on his negotiations with a shipmaster for transport, and naming waypoints on 

this journey such as Lundenwich, Dorestad, and finally Utrecht.24 Further journeys are 

portrayed in terms of adventure and danger. The journey between England and the 

continent is described as “dangerous” because of the “perils of the sea”.25 Willibald 

conveys similar safety concerns during Boniface’s land-based journeys to Rome. During 

Boniface’s first trip to Rome, his hagiographer describes the “snowy peaks of the Alps” 

among which Boniface and his men avoided “the savage ferocity of undisciplined soldiers” 

only thanks to constant prayer.26 These episodes of his early life left Boniface undeterred, 

and Willibald’s account is saturated with references to the different lands he visited, 

always with a mind to conducting God’s work. Boniface is remembered then as a 

missionary saint whose spiritual struggle is characterised by a willingness to confront the 

dangers of the world beyond the cloister. 

After Boniface’s death, Willibald continues to portray the movement of Boniface’s relics 

in terms which reflect the saint’s remembered personality. That the movement of his relics 

will reflect the saint’s personal intention is communicated during his last requests, which 

he makes to Bishop Lull having predicted that he will soon die: “My wish … is to complete 

the journey on which I have set my heart, and nothing can prevent me from doing so.”27 

Thus begins the last of a series of journeys undertaken by Boniface during the Vita 

Bonifatii, a journey the completion of which even death cannot prevent. Indeed, Boniface 

anticipates that this journey will transcend death, telling Lull to provision him with a “linen 

sheet” to shroud his body after death. Willibald’s text ends with the relics in Mainz, but 

Eigil’s later text describes the eventual translation of the relics to Fulda. The memory of 

Boniface as traveller is reflected by the convoluted route by which his relics were 

translated from Utrecht to Mainz and finally to Fulda. Furthermore, the competition 

between several communities for inheritance of his relic cult reflects Boniface’s pastoral 

involvement over a wide area during his lifetime. 

Accounts of Boniface’s translation reflect memories of the saint as great travelling 

missionary. By ascribing the remembered characteristics of a saint to his relics, authors 

could emphasise the continuity between saint and relic, and even life and death. Relics 

owed their power and meaning to the memories of their saints, as conveyed through 

textual accounts. 

                                                            
24 Willibald, ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.4, in T. Noble and T. Head (eds.), Soldiers of Christ: Saints and 
Saints’ Lives from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages (University Park Pennsylvania,1995), p.117. 
25 Idem., c.5, p.119. 
26 Idem., ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.5, p.120. 
27 Idem., ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.8, p.133. 
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Saintly patronage: miracles as a demonstration of earthly presence 

Peter Brown has described how in the 3rd to 6th centuries saints’ graves were places 
where “the contrasted poles of Heaven and Earth met”, and this concept can be extended 
to our period.28 For Carolingians, relics were a visual reminder of the links between 
heaven and earth formed at the deaths of their saintly patrons. Thus, in his Vita Willibrordi 
Alcuin credits the miracles at St Willibrord’s grave at Echternach not to the saint but to 
Christ, “who so often deigned to perform them at the request of His servant.”29 Because 
of their proximity to Him in heaven, saints were better placed to pray for Christ’s 
assistance, and the miraculous power which emanated from their graves originated from 
heaven itself. The transformative power of death then was central to saintly potentia. 
Saints were able to bridge the gap between heaven and earth because they existed in 
both realms. The soul resided in heaven and the body on earth, but they remained 
inextricably connected as they awaited their reunion at the resurrection.30 Through death 
the saint achieved proximity to God and a level of miraculous power far beyond the 
capabilities of the living.31 Not only were saints able to continue to exert agency after 
death, but death even enhanced their effectiveness as agents of God and patrons of their 
communities. Death was a prerequisite to sainthood for good reason. 

The martyred St Boniface kept a watchful eye over his followers. His continued 
stewardship over his diocese is recounted by his hagiographer Willibald, who relates how 
the site of Boniface’s martyrdom was being surveyed for the construction of a church and 
monastery, but that King Pepin’s surveyors were unable to find a suitable source of fresh 
water to sustain such a community.32 Boniface came to the rescue, as a fountain of water 
began to miraculously flow from the soil beneath them, sweet tasting and clearer than 
any other water found in that region.33 Although our focus is not on the veracity of miracle 
claims, it is easy to imagine that miracle reports were fuelled by the spiritual energy felt 
in that wooded area: “the spot where some years before the precious blood of the holy 
martyr had been spilled.”34 The land had been touched by Boniface’s blood and now, as 
a result, it had been touched by heaven. 

Of our three hagiographers, Rudolf of Fulda recounts the most vivid miracle accounts, 
including a miracle jointly conducted by Boniface and Leoba for a man from Iberia, “who 
for his sins was so afflicted that he twitched most horribly in all his limbs.”35 This episode 
is used to empower the Fuldan relic cults over rivals: Rudolf explains that the man had 
visited relic shrines in France and Italy in hope of being cured, but that this had been to 

                                                            
28 P. Brown, The Cult of the Saints, p.3. 
29 Alcuin, ‘The Life of Saint Willibrord’, c.24, in T. Noble and T. Head (eds.), Soldiers of Christ: Saints and 
Saints’ Lives from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages (University Park Pennsylvania,1995), p.207. 
30 Angenendt, ‘Holy Corpses’, p.15. 
31 P. Brown, The Cult of the Saints, p.6. 
32 Willibald, ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.9, p.139. 
33 Idem., c.9, p.140. 
34 Idem., c.9, p.139. 
35 Rudolf of Fulda, ‘The Life of Saint Leoba’, c.23, in T. Noble and T. Head (eds.), Soldiers of Christ: 
Saints and Saints’ Lives from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages (University Park 
Pennsylvania,1995), p.276. 
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no avail.36 That he was then healed by the joint prayers of Boniface and Leoba 
demonstrates the powerful saintly patronage upon which Fulda could call.  

Miracle accounts like these served to inform understandings of the power of saints’ relics. 
Doubtless the Fuldan monks who had read about the healed Iberian related this account 
to the various pilgrims who visited the abbey’s relic shrines. Likewise, monks must have 
told stories like that of the miraculous fountain to remind political rivals of the powerful 
saintly patronage which guarded their communities. 

Competing communities: deriving legitimacy through saints’ cults 

Competition between rival religious institutions provides an excellent lens through which 

to understand the ways in which monks drew on relics and saintly power in hagiography. 

In Furta Sacra, Patrick Geary argues that the use of relics to enhance monastic prestige 

was necessitated by the absence of strong lay economic and military support during the 

feudal revolution, and a climate of fierce inter-monastery competition.37 Even by our 

period monasteries had to compete with rival institutions for the spiritual patronage of 

saints and the financial patronage of lay nobles. Fulda faced stiff competition from the 

bishoprics which sought to impose ecclesiastical authority upon monasteries, but it more 

clearly benefitted from royal protection than the monasteries of the High Middle Ages. Lay 

economic support was available to Carolingian monasteries, but the development of 

saints’ cults was key to obtaining and retaining this support. 

Because saints remained active on earth after death, their hagiographies could be used 
to bridge gaps of time. This is particularly evident in Eigil’s discussion of various legal 
matters which occurred while Sturm was abbot of Fulda. He describes how, at Boniface’s 
request, Carloman gifted the monks the royal lands upon which the monastery was to be 
constructed.38 Eigil portrays this as a legal agreement with the king, which included a 
royal charter “signed by the king’s own hand”, and his declaration that he was the abbey’s 
sole protector.39 This agreement was later extended by Charlemagne.40 If this was not 
enough to legitimise the monks’ rights to the land, the fact that a saint had arranged the 
agreement emphasised its continued relevance. Kings died, but as a saint Boniface would 
be able to continue to protect the interests of the monks at Fulda indefinitely.  

Along with royal lands, the king had demanded all those who held lands in the area to 
donate them with him, leading to attempts by the people of the Graffeld to prevent the 
foundation of Fulda, and explaining Eigil’s preoccupation with confirming the legitimacy 
of Fuldan holdings.41 This passage implies that the monks of Fulda deployed their relics 

                                                            
36 Ibid. 
37 Geary, Furta Sacra, pp.68-9. 
38 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.12, in T. Noble and T. Head (eds.), Soldiers of Christ: Saints and 
Saints' Lives from Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages (University Park Pennsylvania,1995), pp.174-
5. 
39 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.12, p.175. 
40 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.21, p.184. 
41 Wood, The Missionary Life, pp.69-70. 
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to resolve legal disputes, a practice described elsewhere in Hincmar’s Vita Remigio.42 To 
violate the interests of the monks was to violate simultaneously the interests of saint. 
Eigil’s audience was likely monastic but having learned of Boniface’s legal stewardship 
over the monastery these monks must have invoked Eigil’s claims in oral disputes.43 Text 
consolidated the useful memories of saints, but these were likely transmitted orally in 
many ways that cannot be traced. 

One of the clearest instances of inter-monastery competition also appears in the Vita 

Sturmi, when Eigil discusses the suitability of Fulda’s location over the rival monastery 

Hersfeld.44 Hersfeld was not only a rival in conducting the Saxon mission, but also claimed 

Sturm as its founder. Sturm initially settled at Hersfeld with two followers but having 

described the site to Boniface he was advised to move elsewhere, because of its proximity 

to the dangerous Saxons. The detailed description of Sturm’s lone journey to find a new 

site utilises the language and imagery of the ascetic desert, emphasising Fulda’s 

superiority as a monastic location because of its seclusion. Each night Sturm constructed 

a fence for his donkey lest it be eaten by the numerous wild beasts, yet despite the 

dangers he slept in the open, protecting himself only by making the sign of the cross 

before sleeping.45 Like the desert ascetics he was miraculously protected against physical 

dangers through spiritual defence:  

And thus the man of God, accoutred with weapons of the spirit, covering his body 

with the breastplate of justice, guarding his breast with the shield of faith, protecting 

his head with the helmet of salvation, girded with the sword of the Word of God, 

went forth to fray against the devil.46 

The metaphor of arming oneself against assault from the devil reflects Paul’s Ephesians 

6:11 (NRSV), “Put on the whole armour of God, so that you may be able to stand against 

the wiles of the devil.”47 The heroism of Sturm’s search for Fulda contrasts with the 

comparatively normal Hersfeld. Whereas the scene of Hersfeld is tranquil, the monks 

constructing “small huts roofed over with the bark of trees”; Sturm arrives at Fulda after 

the trials of the desert, “the blessed spot foreordained by God”.48 If Hersfeld had been 

founded by Sturm the monk, Fulda was founded by Sturm the saint, whose proximity to 

God and ascetic heroism preordained the success of the institution. As saint, Fulda’s 

Sturm would also remain active in the community posthumously by praying for the monks 

                                                            
42 R. Bartlett, Why Can the Dead do Such Great Things? Saints and Worshippers from the Martyrs to the 
Reformation (Princeton, 2013), pp.318-19; e.g. Hincmar, ‘Vita Remigio’, in P. Dutton, (trans.), Carolingian 
Civilization: A Reader 2nd ed. (Toronto, 2004), no.60. 
43 E.g. K. Heene, 'Audire, legere, vulgo: an attempt to define public use and comprehensibility of 
Carolingian hagiography', in R. Wright (ed.), Latin and the Romance Languages in the Early Middle Ages 
(1991), pp.146-63. 
44 Wood, The Missionary Life, p.71. 
45 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.6, p.171. 
46 Idem., c.7, p.172. 
47 Quoted in C. Tyerman, 'Violence and Holy War in Western Christendom', in R. Swanson (ed.), The 
Routledge History of Medieval Christianity 1050-1500 (London: Routledge, 2015), p.185. 
48 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.4, pp.168-9 (on Hersfeld); Idem., c.9, p.173 (on Fulda). 
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and conducting miracles, and his disciples were careful to ensure this at Sturm’s 

deathbed: “Father, we have no doubt that you are going to God and that you will enjoy 

eternal life. Therefore, we beg Your Paternity to be mindful of us there and to pray for us, 

your disciples; for our confidence is great that it will be to our profit to have sent on before 

us a powerful patron.”49 

Through text, relics became powerful reminders of the twofold protection offered by 

saintly patrons. Legally, the memories of saints could be used to establish historical 

agreements such as royal grants and land rights. Saints then acted as spiritual guarantors 

through their continued presence as relics. At the beginning of the chapter it was 

suggested that the memories of saints were used to protect Fuldan interests, but it has 

been shown that saints’ lives attached deeper levels of meaning to discourse about 

saints. Miracles gave weight to ideas about saintly potentia, but the importance of dead 

saints was not limited to their relics. Hagiography fleshed out ideas about saints, defining 

their places as the patrons of communities. The saint’s role as patron extended to their 

interest in legal conflicts and their confirmation of an institution’s legitimacy as heir of 

saintly tradition; demonstrated by their burial at said institution.   

  

                                                            
49 Idem., c.25, p.187. 
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Chapter 2: Tracing themes of continuity between life and death 

It has been shown that the patronage of saints was established through textual accounts, 

which conveyed the saintly aura of relics to their audiences. In this chapter, two examples 

will be examined to show how text was used to portray the continued agency of saints 

through their relics. Accounts of Boniface’s martyrdom will be used to show how the 

simultaneous presence of saints on earth and in heaven was emphasised. The immortal 

soul would reside in heaven alongside Christ but linked to earth through precious relics. 

Martyrdom will thus be considered as a process of transition, implying broader 

Carolingian understandings of death as a transition. Accounts of Boniface’s translation 

will then be assessed, and these will be used to consider the formation of concepts 

applied by Geary to translation accounts soon after our period. It will be shown how 

translation accounts could be used to legitimise and empower relic traditions. 

Boniface’s martyrdom: transitioning from life to death 

Two accounts exist describing the martyrdom of Boniface, in Willibald’s Vita Bonifatii and 

Eigil’s Vita Sturmi. Willibald’s more elaborate account provides the most insight into 

Carolingian attitudes towards martyrdom, which was emphasised as a point of transition 

rather than termination, and a moment which added value to the body and memory of a 

saint. 

Willibald reveals Boniface’s imagined attitudes to the impending deaths of himself and his 

followers. None of these followers survived, so the account must have been constructed 

tradition, presumably a combination of recorded legend from the Mainz archives and 

Willibald’s own invention. Ambushed by a band of armed men, Boniface instructs his 

followers not to repel them with Christ-like passivity: “Sons, cease fighting. Lay down your 

arms”.50 This lays the foundations for more elaborate comparisons with Christ. The 

language of Christ’s Passion permeates Willibald’s account: Boniface’s followers are 

“disciples”, and he implores them to take the “crown of martyrdom”, which resembles 

Christ’s crown of thorns.51 The process of martyrdom enables proximity to God through 

resurrection to “heaven”, but also as martyred companions of Christ, whose suffering they 

share with Him.52 

Indeed, Boniface explains that through martyrdom “you may be able to reign evermore 

with Christ”, supporting this with reference to the immortality of the soul, which the Saxon 

assailants will be unable to kill.53 The immortality of the soul becomes the ultimate 

assurance of the martyrs: through it martyrdom is separated from death. Martyrs are killed 

but their souls do not die. 

                                                            
50 Willibald, ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.8, p.139. 
51 Idem., c.8, p.136. 
52 Idem., c.8, p.135. 
53 Idem., c.8, pp.135-6 
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Explanations of martyrdom reflect explanations of the monastic life as Boniface urges his 

followers “Be not slaves to the transitory pleasures of the world”.54 If the monastic life was 

a rejection of earthly realities for heavenly realities then martyrdom accelerated this 

process, realising the ultimate monastic goals of freedom from bodily desires and 

proximity to God. Thus, Willibald’s account of Boniface’s martyrdom implies that the dead, 

and especially martyrs, had realised monastic potential. This partially explains the high 

status of the dead among monastic communities. Willibald’s awareness of these ideas 

also implies that they may have been applied to the veneration of the dead in urban 

communities. Indeed, because these communities prioritised earthly affairs, the presence 

of heavenly realised bodies in the form of saints’ relics may have been particularly 

important as reminders of the transformative process of Christian death. This conclusion 

is compatible with Patrick Geary’s understanding of death as a medieval “age group”, 

whereby death would be seen as a process of maturation, with transformative rather than 

destructive properties.55  

Boniface’s relics combined two popular Carolingian relic traditions: martyrs’ cults and the 

veneration of local fathers.56 His presence in the local community during life enabled 

meaningful interactions between community and relic. Martyrdom created a specific 

closeness to Christ: martyrs shared in the tradition of Christ’s Passion, for which they 

were rewarded a level of princely status, signified by the reference to the crown of 

martyrdom. The taste for martyr’s relics is conveyed by accounts like Einhard’s Translatio 

et Miracula Sanctorum Marcellini et Petri, in which Charlemagne’s courtier describes his 

acquisition of the relics of 4th century martyrs Peter and Marcellinus from the catacombs 

of Rome, with the help of the grave-robber Deusdona.57 The length and difficulty of the 

translation, which involved smuggling the relics past local authorities, demonstrates the 

value of such relics. Because early medieval Christendom was not in the habit of making 

martyrs, most martyrs’ relics were translated from Rome in this way (illegally or legally), 

so the case of Boniface has special significance. This was a rare instance in which the 

communal proximity of local father was combined with the martyr’s privileged proximity to 

Christ. As both local father and martyr, Boniface connected two powerful relic traditions. 

The special value of relics is hinted at by pagan attitudes towards other Christian 

treasures. Having broken open their victims’ chests they were disappointed to find not 

“gold and silver” but “books”, which they promptly discarded.58 Yet the pagans had 

overlooked the most valuable and powerful treasures there: the relics of the martyred 

                                                            
54 Idem., c.8, p.135. 
55 Geary, Living with the Dead, p.78; Otto Gerhard Oexle, ‘Die Gegenwart der Toten’, in H. Braet and W. 
Verbeke (eds.), Death in the Middle Ages (Leuven, 1983), pp.19-77, referenced in Geary, Living with the 
Dead, p.78. 
56 Head, T. Hagiography and the Cult of the Saints: The Diocese of Orleans, 800-1200 (Cambridge, 
1990), pp.2-5. 
57 Einhard, ‘Translation and Miracles of the Blessed Martyrs Peter and Marcellinus’, in P. Dutton 
(trans.), Charlemagne's Courtier: The Complete Einhard (Peterborough, Ontario; 1998), p.179. 
58 Willibald, ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.8, p.139. 
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Boniface. More detailed accounts from around this period describe martyrdom as a 

process which added value and meaning to the body. For example, the 10th century Latin 

translation of the Passio Polycarpi records how Polycarp’s bones, charred from the fire in 

which his corpse had been burned, had become “more precious than the most exquisite 

jewels, and more purified than gold”.59 This is reflected by the reactions of “strangers and 

citizens” to Boniface’s death: “For while they were struck with grief when they considered 

the circumstances of his death, they felt, on the other hand, that he would protect them 

and their heirs for all time to come.”60 Like Christ’s Passion, martyrdom enthused a 

paradoxical combination of grief and joy. Boniface’s assailants had killed a great man, but 

they had enabled his transition to sainthood. 

Accounts of Boniface’s martyrdom support the existing notion that Carolingian society 

understood death as an instant of transition rather than ending. Dead saints were valued 

because of their proximity to Christ, and this explains the popularity of martyrs’ relics, 

whose shared sacrifice with Christ granted them privileged access to Him. 

Boniface’s translation: legitimising relics through saintly agency 

In his book Furta Sacra Patrick Geary uses translation accounts to show how Carolingian 
writers legitimised the theft of relics, by presenting the translated saints as willing 
accomplices.61 Through miracle and vision accounts, writers were able to show how 
saints continued to act through their relics. In this way any successful translation could 
be justified: a saint would not have allowed his relics to be stolen and relocated against 
his wishes.62 Geary points to Einhard’s Translatio et Miracula Sanctorum Marcellini et 
Petri as the starting point for this literary tradition.63 Subsequent furtive translations 
imitated Einhard’s work closely, mirroring the basic plot: covert thefts conducted at night, 
followed by the successful translation of the relics with the saint’s miraculous 
assistance.64 Willibald’s account of the translation of Boniface’s relics shares some 
characteristics with Geary’s genre of furtive translations: Boniface’s body is not stolen, 
but its movements are largely dictated by Boniface’s miraculous interventions. Thus, our 
sources can be used to trace the emergence of literary techniques used in later furtive 
translation texts. Eigil’s Vita Sturmi (c.794) and Willibald’s Vita Bonifatii (c.763-5) 
preceded Einhard’s Translatio (written c.830). 

Miracles guide Willibald’s account of the movement of Boniface’s relics. When the count 
of Utrecht declared that King Pepin had forbidden the removal of Boniface’s relics from 

                                                            
59 ‘The Martyrdom of Polycarp’, at New advent, accessed 15 February 2018; 

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0102.htm; The Passio Polycarpi concerns the martyrdom and 

subsequent veneration of Polycarp (d.156), around the conception of the veneration of martyrs’ relics. 

The original text is from a 4th century Greek letter and it was translated into Latin in the 10th century (A. 

Angenendt, ‘Holy Corpses and the Cult of Relics’, pp.14-15). 
60 Willibald, ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.8, p.138. 
61 Geary, Furta Sacra. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Idem., p.143. 
64 Idem., p.150. 
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the city, Boniface miraculously intervened: “The bell of the church, untouched by human 
hands, began to ring, as if the body of the saint was issuing a warning; and every person 
present, smitten by a sudden feeling of awe, was struck with terror and cried out that the 
body of this holy man should be given up.”65 Heeding this warning, the residents of the 
city sent the relics to Mainz by rowing boat.66 Such episodes were used to legitimise the 
translation and interment of relics by certain communities, using the logic that saints 
would miraculously oppose any community unworthy of holding their relics. 

Eigil’s account also describes the saint’s miraculous intervention in the translation of his 
relics. He explains the relocation of Boniface’s relics from Utrecht by placing the relics at 
the centre of the miracle: 

Fasting and prayer was enjoined and they prayed to God that the holy martyr would 
deign to remain in their midst. But the holy martyr wished his body to be taken to 
the place of solitude that by the will of God he had chosen for himself. This soon 
became clear, for, while they were trying to bear him to the other church and place 
him in a tomb there, they put their hands to the bier but were unable to move it.67 

This episode more explicitly connects the translation of the relics with the saint’s will: the 
people of Utrecht understood that they would need Boniface’s consent to inter his remains 
there, but Boniface chose to be buried elsewhere. The image of the immovable relics 
portrays vividly Boniface’s stubborn determination to be buried at Fulda even after death. 

Unlike Willibald, Eigil also includes a visionary account to emphasise Boniface’s personal 
agency in dictating the translation of his relics. This account was written approximately 
thirty years after Willibald’s, so it might imply a development of literary portrayals of relic 
translations. Indeed, visions were commonly featured in later translationes accounts.68 
Eigil describes a vision of Boniface experienced by a deacon in Mainz, with the saint 
asking: “Why do you delay to take me to my place at Fulda? Arise and bear me into the 
wilderness where God has foreordained a place to me.”69 That Willibald omits this tale is 
a partial product of the span of his account: his text ends with Boniface’s body at Mainz, 
before its later translation to Fulda. As canon of the city he also would have sought to 
legitimise Boniface’s burial there against rival claimants to the relic cult. Yet Eigil’s 
incorporation of a vision account, as a means of demonstrating Boniface’s control over 
the movements of his relics, represents a literary development from Willibald’s text. The 
use of visions in this way was another advancement in the portrayal of saints and relic 
translations which enabled the formation of the furta sacra genre identified by Geary.  

Through miracles and visions, Boniface is shown to guide the translation of his relics. By 
showing saints’ active involvement in the translation of relics, Carolingian communities 
were able to demonstrate the potency of their relics and portray themselves as the chosen 

                                                            
65 Willibald, ‘The Life of Saint Boniface’, c.9, p.138. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.15a, p.178. 
68 P. Geary, ‘Sacred Commodities: The Circulation of Medieval Relics’, in A. Appadurai (ed.), The Social 
Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural Perspective (Cambridge, 1986), p.177. 
69 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.15b, p.179. 
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recipients of a saint’s patronage. Our sources show the formation of literary elements that 
would soon be incorporated into the popular genre of furtive translations. 

Conclusion 

The analysis of transitionary accounts of martyrdom and translation has shown a 

Carolingian tendency to emphasise the continuity between the life and death of saints. 

Martyrdom accounts are particularly rich reflections of attitudes towards saintly death, as 

a process which inscribed value and meaning onto relics. Thus, the death of saints could 

be understood in largely positive terms, and this may reflect broader Medieval Christian 

attitudes towards death as a process which enabled proximity to Christ. Translation 

accounts portraying saints’ posthumous agency over their relics’ movements further imply 

that death did not constitute an endpoint for saints. If death enabled proximity to Christ, 

the dead body became a means by which the living could access this proximity. 
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Chapter 3: How the living and the dead shared space and community in the 

monastery 

The role of the dead as portals to heavenly proximity helps to explain their significant 

presence in monasteries, whose churches were filled with corporeal relics, and whose 

archives were preoccupied with references to the deceased. This chapter will explore the 

presence of the dead in the monastery, examining the ways in which monasteries used 

death to further their aims, and asking how this shaped attitudes towards death in the 

monastery. Prayers for the dead will be analysed as a means of incorporating the dead 

into communities of the living. Our focus will then consider concepts about bodies and 

space to trace crossovers in understandings of the living and the dead. The chapter will 

end by examining the extent to which Carolingian gender roles were assigned to the dead.  

Commemorative prayer: forging communities between the living and the dead 

The Fuldan Annales Necrologici provide excellent context for understanding monasteries 

as spaces shared by the living and the dead. The original manuscripts, dating from the 

8th and 9th centuries, survive only in later copies, but their essence has not been lost: long 

lists of names designed to be read out during prayers for the dead.70 Although the primary 

purpose of such prayers was to quicken and ensure the deliverance of souls to heaven, 

Janneke Raaijmakers has argued convincingly that they also solidified bonds of 

community: “Through commemoration, the deceased were brought into the presence of 

the remembering community: the eternal and the temporal were linked.”71 Some of her 

ideas will be engaged with here, to better understand the role of the dead in the daily lives 

of the monks at Fulda. 

Intercessory prayer at Fulda was primarily dedicated to deceased monks. These were 

fellow members of the Fuldan community at the most intimate level, who had shared the 

same cloisters and daily routines, and some of whom the monks would have personally 

remembered. The intimacy of monastic communities was stimulated by the practice of 

child oblation, which meant that monks forged familial bonds with each other rather than 

their biological families.72 That monastic brotherhood was the primary concern of 

commemorative prayer is implied by the name used by the monks for the text, Liber 

mortuorum fratrum monasteriorum, and the document is dominated by the names of 

monks.73 The promise of intercessory prayer was one of the major boons of monasticism, 

cleansing and protecting the soul in its deliverance to heaven. The salvific purpose of the 

Annales is implied by its dating system, which unusually begins at the Incarnation (i.e. 

modern calendar years), the moment through which Christian salvation was enabled.74 

                                                            
70 Raaijmakers, ‘Memory and Identity’, p.306. 
71 On the connection between intercessory prayer and the deliverance of souls: R. Choy, Intercessory 
Prayer and the Monastic Ideal in the Time of the Carolingian Reforms (Oxford, 2016), p.101; 
Raaijmakers, ‘Memory and Identity’, p.315. 
72 de Jong, In Samuel’s Image. 
73 Raaijmakers, ‘Memory and Identity’, p.303. 
74 Idem., pp.316-17. 
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Furthermore, the salvific nature of commemoration is embedded in the Christian 

sacrament of Communion, with Christ’s words: “This is my body, which is given for you. 

Do this for a commemoration of me.”75  

Communion also served the purpose of uniting the Christian community: 

excommunication was used to expel an individual or group from the Church community 

by withholding the sacraments from them. The effect of reading out of names during 

intercessory prayer can thus be likened to Communion: whilst the primary intention of the 

process was the salvation of souls, its by-product was the solidification of a community 

united in its assurance of salvation. Historiographically, the focus on Carolingian 

intercessory prayer has normally related to patronage, but the evidence of the Annales 

implies that the commemoration of souls was prioritised among fellow monks, at least at 

Fulda. That is not to question existing understandings of lay involvement in intercessory 

prayer, rather to question whether these rituals were most popular or prevalent. The 

Annales occasionally feature the names of laypeople, implying that the commemoration 

of the dead could extend to the wider community associated with Fulda through the 

patronage and kinship bonds described by Carolingian historiography. The wider 

intercessory community also included women, but this was rare: Leoba is one of few 

women to feature in the Annales before mid-9th century.76  

Cults of the dead were structured by the living, who actively prayed for the dead and 

incorporated them into their communities. Yet we should not imagine entirely one-

directional relationships between the active living and passive dead: intercessory prayer 

was conducted by the living for the dead, but also by the dead for the living, and this may 

have had implications for the liturgical function of Carolingian monks. Carolingian 

priesthood was characterised by an increasing prevalence of masses, and 

correspondingly an increase in demand for monks as priests.77  The demand for monastic 

priests has rightly been explained as a means of ensuring the sexual purity and education 

of priests.78 But historians are yet to consider the potential advantages of monastic priests 

due to their proximity to the dead, who may have assisted in liturgical intercession.  

The commemoration of the dead served two purposes then: the salvation of the soul, but 

also the forging of communities which transcended the living and the dead. Most intimate 

of these were the cloistered communities of living and dead monks, but the brothers also 

granted privileged access to a wider community of patrons and family members.  

Church and cloister: sharing space between the living and the dead 

Lynda Coon’s work is instructive for understanding the ways in which living and dead 

bodies shared space. She has shown how early medieval attitudes towards the body were 

formed around various somatic styles, for example the priestly body or the warrior body.79 

                                                            
75 Idem., ‘Memory and Identity’, p.303. 
76 Idem., p.309. 
77 Note: many but not all Carolingian monks were priests; de Jong, In Samuel’s Image, p.141. 
78 de Jong, In Samuel’s Image, p.141. 
79 Coon, ‘Somatic Styles’, p.463. 
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Importantly for the argument of this dissertation, these somatic styles transcended death, 

so that living and dead bodies could share the same type. This is demonstrated by Coon’s 

analysis of the restriction of certain bodies from church space in the 9th century Plan of St 

Gall. The Plan depicts an idealised Carolingian monastery, which was never actually 

constructed. Thus, it provides an excellent opportunity to analyse the ideals of Carolingian 

monasticism, unconstrained by the logistical restraints of financing and constructing such 

a monastery.  

The western apse is the area of the church most readily available to non-monastic bodies, 

and this is reflected by the variety of relics which occupy this space: male, female, and 

infant saints.80 This space is accessible to all bodies, living and dead. The abbey church 

at Fulda must have experienced lay visitors: a missionary institution during the time of 

Boniface, it evolved to provide a pastoral role to the outside world, as evidenced by the 

9th century texts of Hrbanus Maurus. 

Having entered the western apse of the abbey church, visitors would have encountered 

Boniface’s tomb, which had been transformed into an altar when Abbot Sturm erected a 

ciborium over it.81 The tomb’s location in the west of the church departed from the tradition 

of burying important figures near the altar in the east.82 The location of Boniface’s tomb 

likely served the practical purpose of removing laypeople from the liturgical centre of the 

church, implying an awareness that the tomb would become the locus of a relic cult.83 But 

the positioning of the tomb also reflected the religious focuses of Boniface’s life. Unlike 

the cloistered monks who inherited his tradition, Boniface was a man of the world, well-

travelled and interacting with lay Christians and even pagans. The space Boniface had 

occupied during life dictated the location of his tomb in the accessible and worldly western 

apse, where he would continue to aid and educate visitors using his saintly potentia. 

Indeed, the location of Boniface’s tomb reflects the placement of St Peter’s relics in the 

western altar of the church in the Plan of St Gall.84 The Plan describes his role as pastor 

(“shepherd”), but unlike Peter’s altar Boniface’s is accessible to pilgrims.85 Thus 

Boniface’s relics took on much the same function as the living man had: interacting with 

the laity and even non-Christians as missionary, and acting as intermediary between 

these groups and the cloistered monks. 

Monasticism was inherently vulnerable to the outside world, and Coon has shown how 
that vulnerability to external penetration was reflected by monastic architecture, 
describing the entryway to the monastery as “an architectural version of a bodily orifice”. 

                                                            
80 Coon, ‘Somatic Styles’, p.466. 
81 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.20, pp.183-4. 
82 Raaijmakers, The Making of the Monastic Community of Fulda, p.45. 
83 That the location of the tomb prevented lay access: Raaijmakers, The Making of the Monastic 
Community of Fulda, p.46. 
84 Coon, ‘Somatic Styles’, pp.475-6. 
85 Plan of St Gall; Coon, Somatic Styles, pp.475-6. 
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86 Monks guarded their bodies from contamination by the outside world, and they enabled 
this by guarding their cloisters with similar care. This is evidenced by the Rule of Benedict, 
which demands that a senex sapiens (wise old man) guard the monastic entryway as 
porter.87 Using the theory that monastic space was shared by the living and the dead, it 
can be shown that the vulnerability of the monastery extended to encompass the bodies 
of the dead.  

Eigil relates an instance where the Saxons, having relapsed to paganism and amassed 
a large army, “planned to send a picked band of warriors from the army to attack the 
abbey, to burn it to the ground with all its contents, and to slaughter all the servants of 
God.”88 The monastery was well provisioned to wage a defence against spiritual assault, 
but the threat of physical combat caused the monks to take flight, carrying with them “the 
body of the holy martyr” at Sturm’s orders.89 Indeed, Eigil devotes as much attention to 
the plight of the displaced relics of Boniface as to the struggles of the displaced monks. 
Once the threat had passed the monks conducted a homecoming, giving thanks to Christ 
for “allowing us to dwell once more in our monastery”.90 But the return was accompanied 
by the equally important homecoming of Boniface’s relics: “we interred them once more 
in the place they had formerly occupied.”91 This episode demonstrates a shared plight 
between the living and the dead for whom monasteries were home: both were vulnerable 
to external forces, and both found refuge in the shared space of the monastery. 

The churches and cloisters of Carolingian monasteries were shared by the living and 
dead. The careful regulation of bodies in these spaces were extended to the dead, whose 
presence demarcated boundaries between the monastic and the worldly. Relics also 
shared in the vulnerability of the monastery, relying on the protection of cloister and 
community in which they were housed. 

Gendered bodies in monastic space 

Attitudes towards gender are crucial to understanding attitudes towards death. In the 

context of monasticism, attitudes to gender were inextricably linked to understandings of 

resurrection, because the bodies of monks were portrayed as heavenly, sometimes even 

angelic.92 Thus portrayals of monastic gender influenced understandings of the dead, the 

resurrection, and heaven. The church fathers had debated the characteristics of heavenly 

bodies extensively: Origen argued that earthly specifics such as gender and age were 

imperfections from which people would be freed during resurrection, whilst Augustine 

argued that gender would be retained in heaven, and even posited that the resurrected 

                                                            
86 L. Coon, Dark Age Bodies: Gender and Monastic Practice in the Early Medieval West (Philadelphia, 
2011), pp.83-4. 
87 ‘Rule of Benedict’, c.66.1, in Coon, Dark Age Bodies, pp.83-4. 
88 Eigil, ‘The Life of Saint Sturm’, c.23, p.185. 
89 Idem., c.23, p.185. 
90 Idem., c.23, p.186. 
91 Ibid. 
92 e.g. G. Dempsey, 'Aldhelm of Malmesbury's social theology: the barbaric heroic ideal Christianised', in 
Peritia 15 (2001), p.67. 
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body would assume an approximate age of thirty.93 The former viewpoint seems to have 

been more prevalent among the desert ascetics and early monastics, who sought to 

surpass sexual desires through gender neutrality in double monasteries. For example, 

the 7th century abbess of Faremoutiers, Burgundofara, was said to have raised a child “so 

carefully within the convent rules that she could not distinguish between our sexual 

natures: for she counted male and female the same; female and male just alike.” 94 By 

the Carolingian period a transition was occurring to the Augustinian interpretation of 

heavenly gender presented in De Civitate Dei, and this was reflected by the careful 

separation of male and female monastic bodies using the cloister.95 

Rudolf of Fulda’s Vita Leobae offers an opportunity to analyse shifts in the gender 

discourse taking place in monasteries, from the time of Leoba (c.710-82) to Rudolf 

(d.865). Rudolf’s text conveys a constant tension between the restricting gender 

expectations of his time, and the reality of his venerated subject’s life: she was raised in 

the Anglo-Saxon double monastery Wimbourne and travelled freely as a missionary. 

Indeed, the reality of Leoba’s life was sufficiently problematic that Rudolf introduces the 

Vita Leobae with a lengthy description of Wimbourne under Abbess Tetta, portraying the 

monastery in line with the Carolingian ideals of claustration and gender separation.96  

The shift in monastic understandings of gender is also implied by decisions regarding the 

burial of Leoba’s relics at Fulda, as documented by Rudolf. The community remembered 

Boniface’s wish to have Leoba buried alongside him, but Rudolf claims that the monks 

decided not to do this “because they were afraid to open the tomb of the blessed martyr”.97 

Certainly saints’ tombs were dangerous places: one unwitting girl was reportedly 

paralysed after urinating on the grave of St Appianus.98 But such dangers only threatened 

those who violated the interests of a saint, so the explanation that it would be dangerous 

to open Boniface’s tomb to inter Leoba’s remains is doubtful. Rather the decision seems 

to reflect the monks’ concern with a joint burial of this kind, reflecting changing attitudes 

towards monastic gender during our period. During the Merovingian period monastic 

chastity had been used to break down normative social understandings of gender. This 

is reflected by the prevalence of double monasteries before the Carolingian era, of which 

one example is Wimbourne where Leoba was raised. Double monasteries became 

spaces without gender. 

The joint burial of Boniface and Leoba implies an intimate relationship between the two, 

contrary to the separation between male and female saints implied by the written sources, 

                                                            
93 C. Bynum, The Resurrection of the body in Western Christianity, 200-1336 (New York, 2017), p.104 (on 
Origen) and p.95 (on Augustine). 
94 Jonas of Bobbio, ‘Vita Sancti Columbani’, quoted in J. Murray, ‘One Flesh, Two Sexes, Three 
Genders?’, in L. Bitel and F. Lifshitz, Gender and Christianity in Medieval Europe: New Perspectives 
(University Park Pennsylvania, 2008), p.48. 
95 Bynum, The Resurrection of the body, pp.95-8. 
96 Rudolf of Fulda, ‘The Life of Saint Leoba’, cc.1-5, pp.257-62. 
97 Idem., c.21, p.275. 
98 Geary, Furta Sacra, p.129. 
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which may have reflected the earlier chaste marriages of Merovingian bishops (marriage 

was permitted among priests but discouraged among bishops). Writing in the 6th century, 

the Merovingian bishop Gregory of Tours recounted with admiration the marriage of 

Bishop Injuriosus of Clermont: “they lay each night in one bed, but they remained chaste 

in a way which we can only admire”.99 This example shows that pre-Carolingian societies 

could accept high levels of intimacy within the confines of religious chastity. Boniface’s 

request to have Leoba buried with him, their bodies lying together until the resurrection, 

was a display of similar intimacy and affection. A letter sent by Leoba to Boniface implies 

that this affection was understood in familial terms: “I wish that I might regard you as a 

brother; for there is no other man in my kinship in whom I have such confidence as you”.100 

Rudolf’s account of Boniface and Leoba’s joint miracle does not fully reflect their personal 

displays of familial intimacy, describing them as: “a venerable old man, vested in a 

bishop’s stole, accompanied by a young woman in a nun’s habit”.101 Rudolf focusses on 

the official relationship between the pair, as bishop and nun, rather than any spiritual 

intimacy they may have shared. 

The movement of Leoba’s relics after her burial also demonstrates the increasing gender 

separation that was being enforced in the monasteries of our period. She was initially 

buried on the north side of the altar, which had been erected by Boniface and 

“consecrated in honour of our Saviour and the Twelve Apostles”.102 This reflected her 

status as privileged companion of a male religious community; a somatic type found in 

the Biblical tradition in the figure of Mary Magdalene. Under Abbot Eigil (the same Eigil 

who produced the Vita Sturmi) her relics were translated to the west porch, which Rudolf 

explains as a response to shortage of space in the church.103 Yet her new burial site in 

the western porch also seems to have reflected Leoba’s place at the periphery of the 

male monastic institution. Here she lay besides the 2nd century relics of Saint Ignatius the 

martyr: these were important relics whose miracles would impact the pilgrims who visited 

them, but they were at the periphery of the community.104 Ignatius was foreign, Leoba 

was female.  

Because monastic bodies were reflections of heavenly bodies, understandings of living 

and dead monastic bodies were inextricably connected. Through Carolingian responses 

to relics, in textual accounts of saints and in the treatment of their relics, historians may 

trace broader changes in social attitudes towards gender. The sources used in this 

dissertation show how memories of saints could sit uneasily alongside their realities. 

                                                            
99 ‘Historiae’ 1.47, referenced in D. Shanzer, 'History, romance, love, and sex in Gregory of 
Tours', Decem libri historiarum', in K. Mitchell and I. Wood (eds.), The World of Gregory of Tours (Leiden, 
2002), p.402. 
100 Leoba, ‘Letter to Boniface’, in E. Emerton, (trans.), The Letters of Saint Boniface (New York, 1940), 
pp.59-60. 
101 Rudolf of Fulda, ‘The Life of Saint Leoba’, c.23, p.276. 
102 Idem., c.21, p.275. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Ibid. 
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Conclusion 

The findings of this chapter imply that Carolingian monasteries were spaces where the 

division between living and dead was fluid. The presence of the dead was expressed in 

various ways, including prayer and relics. Significantly, this implies that the attitudes 

towards death found in hagiography, as described in Chapters 1 and 2, reflect more 

general attitudes towards death in Carolingian monasteries. The belief that saints’ relics 

retained the character and agency expressed by the saints during life was used to define 

and separate regions of the monastery. Furthermore, the incorporation of non-saintly and 

even non-monastic bodies into cults of the dead imply that the attitudes towards death 

described by this dissertation may have extended far beyond sainthood. The study of 

attitudes towards non-saintly corpses in Carolingian monasteries and society may present 

the best window through which to expand on these findings. 
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Conclusion 

Through the case study of Boniface at Fulda, it has been shown how boundaries between 

the living and the dead could be transcended through relics and hagiography.  

The meaning of relics was embellished through text. Understandings of relics and saints 

were inextricably linked to the accounts written about them, which breathed life into the 

relics they described. In particular, miracle accounts were used to portray relics as objects 

of spiritual power. The product of textualisation was twofold. Firstly, through miracles it 

was demonstrated that saints were present, interested and active on earth. Saints 

became more than mere memories, acting as potent agents in local affairs. Secondly, 

representations of saintly potentia empowered the communities who inherited relic cults 

by confirming that they were the chosen heirs of saintly tradition, for no saint would allow 

the successful translation or interment of his relics by a community which he did not 

support. 

Accounts of Boniface’s martyrdom and translation were also used to convey the saint’s 

continued agency after death. Death facilitated privileged access to Christ, and 

monasteries were able to benefit from this heavenly proximity by incorporating the dead 

into their communities. The emergence of translation accounts fulfilled the need to explain 

the transition of saint from life to death, by emphasising continuity between these two 

stages of being. Thus, saints were shown to retain their personal characteristics, 

intentions, and connections. These accounts, as part of a developing translatio genre, 

enabled communities to present themselves as rightful heirs to the saintly tradition of any 

given relic. Miracles and visions were recorded by communities as confirmation that their 

relics were imbued with saintly potentia, guided by the agency of saints.  

This textual strategy refined existing attitudes towards the dead in the monastery. 

Through commemorative prayer Carolingian monks participated daily in the formation of 

communities of living and dead. The meaning ascribed to this prayer was enhanced by 

the fact that it was conducted in a space saturated by the corporeal relics of the dead. 

Indeed, our texts portray the monastery as cloistered home of the dead as well as the 

living. Furthermore, discourse about female relics implies that restrictions of access to 

Carolingian monasteries applied to the dead as they did to the living, so that cloistered 

monastic communities can be understood as transcending death.  

These conclusions support the initial hypothesis of this dissertation: that textual and 

spatial expressions of relics were used to incorporate the dead into living monastic 

communities. At Fulda monks lived alongside the relics of those commemorated by prayer 

and hagiography, and these relics were understood as exerting significant influence on 

the community through intercessory prayers and miracles. The implications of this study 

primarily impact understandings of Carolingian monastic societies. The evidence from 

Fulda is particularly rich, but it must reflect the increasingly homogenous attitudes of 

Carolingian monastic communities during our period. Carolingian monasteries can be 

understood as spaces where nuanced discourse about death was taking place, and 
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where the transformative power of death was valued rather than feared. Regarding 

broader Carolingian society, Willibald’s background as urban cleric implies that these 

attitudes towards death were not the guarded preserve of monasteries. Non-monastic 

communities understood the potency of relics in similar ways but were less well-equipped 

to manipulate this power. If religious purity was largely outsourced to monasteries, death 

too was outsourced to these specialist communities in a similar manner. 
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